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the challenge
Fiber optic test systems, such as those supplied by
Timbercon, Inc., have been developed in order to ensure
that the miles and miles of fiber optic cables used by
organizations work quickly and efficiently. As a supplier
of fiber optic test systems to both large and small
organizations, Timbercon needed an enclosure to house
spools of up to 200 kilometers of fiber optic test cable as
part of their fiber optic test systems. Without an enclosure,
the test systems are effectively useless, and without the test
systems, there is no way to ensure that fiber optic cables
function as designed. Because of their experience designing
and fabricating enclosures for virtually any application,
Timbercon enlisted the help of Buckeye Shapeform.

the solution
Buckeye’s ability
to quickly and
professionally customize
enclosures serves a vital
function in our efforts
to keep data flowing
quickly...Buckeye is like
fiber optic technology—
fast and efficient—and
we couldn’t be more
pleased with their work.

Timbercon initially
contacted Buckeye
Shapeform in 2005
with a basic concept
for the test system’s
enclosure
needs.
The test system,
called the Timbercon
Network Simulation
Module (TNSM), is
Kelly Curtis
Timbercon materials manager
intended to integrate
with any type of
fiber optic system,
and comes in various sizes depending on the size of the
system being tested. In addition to system testing, however,
the TNSM is also used in other ways, including network
simulation, calibration, training, and delay line applications.
With such a variety of applications and fiber-optic network
sizes, Timbercon asked Buckeye Shapeform to create at
least a dozen variations and sizes of the enclosure.

“We have a reputation in the industry for being both large
enough to handle high-volume orders, and for being small
enough to handle less volume for multiple custom orders,”
said Buckeye Shapeform project manager Dustin McMillan.
“We are set up to produce any type of enclosure, regardless
of the order’s size. Timbercon’s first order was the start of a
productive, long-term relationship.”
Working together, project managers at Timbercon and
Buckeye designed an enclosure to industry standards that was
customizable to fit end users’ specific needs. Depending on the
size of the fiber optic system being tested, the enclosure’s
height and depth was quickly modified in order to provide
capacity to hold various numbers of cable spools. As new
requests have come in over the years, Buckeye’s design and
engineering team built additional sizes and variations of the
front and side panels to help meet end users’ needs.
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the results
Because of fiber optic technology, information moves at
lightning speed. To help organizations maintain rapid
data delivery, they often call upon Timbercon to help
ensure that their fiber optic systems are not impeded
by any obstructions. And to help its mission to see that
light continues to move at the speed of light, Timbercon
continues to rely on the seamless, rapid enclosure
customization process found at Buckeye Shapeform.
“Buckeye’s ability to quickly and professionally customize
enclosures serves a vital function in our efforts to keep data
flowing quickly,” said Timbercon Materials Manager Kelly
Curtis. “Their ability to turn orders around quickly sets them
apart and helps us provide speedy data transmission, faster.
Buckeye is like fiber optic technology—fast and efficient—
and we couldn’t be more pleased with their work.”

We are set up to
produce any type of
enclosure, regardless
of the order’s size.
Timbercon’s first order
was the start of a
productive, long-term
relationship.
Dustin McMillan
Buckeye Shapeform project manager

To learn more about how Buckeye Shapeform
products will work for you, visit our Web site at
buckeyeshapeform.com, or call
(614) 445-8433 or 1-877-728-0776 (toll free).
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